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PREFACE
It gives us immense joy to share with our readers, the November edition of our monthly newsletter, “Au
Courant”.
In this edition, the current on-goings in various fields of law have been analyzed succinctly in the ‘Highlights’
section to provide readers some food for thought. These include brief comments on the recent verdict on the
appeal filed by Google in European Union Antitrust suit, ITAT verdict on tax liability of BCCI regarding
funds generated from IPL, RBI caution to Cooperative societies on using 'bank' in their names and the stay of
penalty imposed by CCI on Maruti Suzuki. Further, a short synopsis of RBI's decision on holding the entry of
Corporates in Banking sector has been provided.
Major happenings in various fields of law such as Arbitration, Competition, International Trade Law,
Securities, Taxation, Intellectual Property, and Technology, Media & Telecommunication have been recorded
in the ‘News Updates’ segment to keep the readers abreast of the latest legal developments.
The Editorial Column section contains a piece by Ms. Nishi Kaur (Junior Editor, RFMLR) titled ‘Navigating
the Grey Area of Enviro-Space Disputes: Is Arbitration the Way to Go?’. Further, the ‘Recent on the Blog’
section provides the readers with a quick guide to the latest pieces published on the blog.
The section ‘Call for Comments’ encourages readers to express their views and concerns on the measures under
development and provide critical suggestions on issues that may have a bearing on financial and mercantile
laws. Comments are invited on the TRAI's Consultation Paper on Market Structure and RBI's Committee
report on Asset Reconstruction Companies.
Lastly, the ‘Interview’ section contains an exciting and insightful discussion with Mr. Sahil Khanna (Senior
Associate, Economic Laws Practice) on the topic of ‘Tussle between Anti-Trust Regulators and Big Tech
Companies’.
We hope that this Edition of the Au Courant finds you well and is once again an enjoyable and illuminating
read for our readers!
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GOOGLE LOSES
APPEAL OF 2.4 BILLION
EUROS IN EUROPEAN
UNION ANTITRUST SUIT

Google lost an appeal to overturn a landmark antitrust ruling by European regulators against the tech
giant. The Luxemburg based General Court ruled in favor of the European Commission and upheld the
decision to fine Google with 2.4 billion Euros for giving preferential treatment to its own comparisonshopping service, a specialized search service over other rival services and breaching antitrust rules. The
General Court noted that, by favouring its own comparison- shopping service on its general results pages
through more favourable display and positioning, Google departed from competition on merits. The
promotion on Google’s results pages of only one type of specialised result, namely its own, involves a
certain form of abnormality. It noted that even if the results from competing comparison-shopping
services were more relevant, they could never receive the same treatment as results from Google’s
comparison-shopping service in terms of their positioning or their display. Google can appeal the
decision to the European Court of Justice, the European Union’s highest court. While the regulator was
largely vindicated in the ruling, judges found that the commission had failed to prove that Google had
harmed the market for general search, striking out the EU’s finding of a breach. That leaves the decision
solely targeting the shopping-search service.
Google said it was reviewing the decision, but added that it had already made a number of changes to its
shopping product to comply with the 2017 decision. “Shopping ads have always helped people find the
products they are looking for quickly and easily, and helped merchants to reach potential customers,” the
company said in a statement. “Our approach has worked successfully for more than three years,
generating billions of clicks for more than 700 comparison shopping services.” Google’s competitors
welcomed Wednesday’s ruling, but many said the investigations and court hearings had taken so long
that Google had been able to further entrench its dominant position. “While we welcome today’s
judgment, it does not undo the considerable consumer and anticompetitive harm caused by more than a
decade of Google’s insidious search manipulation practices,” said Shivaun Raff, the chief executive and a
co-founder of Foundem, a comparison-shopping service in Europe that helped bring the original
complaint against Google.
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The 2.4 billion Euros fine was a record at the time, before being surpassed in 2018, when the commission
fined Google 4.34 billion Euros for illegally using the Android operating system to bolster the use of its
search engine and other services on mobile devices. In 2019, EU Competition Chief’s office fined Google
1.49 billion Euros for imposing unfair terms on companies that used its search bar on their websites in
Europe. The investigations of Google helped inspire stiffer new competition rules that are being drafted
in the European Union that target the world’s largest technology platforms. The draft law — the Digital
Markets Act — is expected to be adopted next year and would give European regulators new powers to
intervene in the digital economy, including blocking companies like Google and Apple from giving their
services preferential treatment over rivals. Read More

By Diya Vig, Assistant Editor
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IPL NOT LIABLE TO TAX AS
FUNDS GENERATED FROM
IPL ARE USED BY BCCI FOR
PROMOTING CRICKET:
ITAT

Recently, in its order dated November 02, 2021, the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) has held that
the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) is entitled to registration under Section 12A of the
Income Tax Act (IT Act), which makes it eligible for tax exemption, despite the launch of the Indian
Premier League Tournament.
The BCCI, which is a society registered under the Tamil Nadu Societies Registration Act, had registration
under Section 12A of the IT Act in 1996. BCCI applied for fresh registration under Section 12A of the IT
Act as it amended its ‘memorandum of association and rules and regulations to implement the ‘Justice
Lodha Committee’ recommendation. Section 12 A requires a trust to inform the principal commissioner
about any change in its activities within 30 days. However, its application for fresh registration under
Section 12A was rejected by the Commissioner of Income Tax (CIT). The CIT opined that BCCI is
conducting business for profit by commercial exploitation of the game of cricket through franchisee
ownership in terms of the 20-20 format of IPL.
BCCI approached the Mumbai bench of the ITAT against three show-cause notices issued by the revenue
department in 2016-17 to explain why the tax exemption that the BCCI enjoys under Section 12 A of the
IT Act should not be revoked for generating income through the IPL. According to the BCCI, the income
tax department "erred" in emphasizing the surplus generated from activities pertaining to IPL, without
considering the overall activities of the appellant (cricket board) in a holistic manner and concluding that
these don't qualify as sports promotion.
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The ITAT upheld the appeal of BCCI and held that “BCCI isn’t engaged in commercial activities as funds
generated from IPL are used for promoting cricket”. The ITAT ruled that even though IPL may be more
profitable, BCCI is entitled to tax exemptions as long as the primary objective of BCCI to promote cricket
remains intact. Furthermore, the bench comprising of Judicial Member Ravish Sood and Vice President
Pramod Kumar was of the view that the question as to whether the IPL matches can be said to be
commercial in nature in the sense that the entire orientation of the matches is aimed at making money in
the garb of promotion of cricket, was not necessary to be considered at the present stage as the issue was
related only to the entitlement of registration under Section 12. Accordingly, the Tribunal quashed the
impugned order passed by the Principal Commissioner. Read More
By Raghav Sehgal, Junior Editor
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CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES
CANNOT USE ‘BANK’ IN
THEIR NAMES: RBI

Reserve Bank of India (“RBI”) has cautioned the members of Cooperative societies from accepting
deposits from non-members or using the word ‘bank’ in their name. In a statement issued by RBI on 22nd
November 2021, it underscored that the conduct of certain cooperative societies that were using the word
‘bank’ in their names was in contravention to the Section 7 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. The cooperative societies have not been allowed to use the words “bank”, “banker” or “banking” as part of their
names, except as permitted under the provisions of Banking Regulation Act, 1949 or directly by the RBI.
The Banking Regulation Act, 1949 was amended by the Banking Regulation Act (Amendment), 2020
(Act 39 of 2020) which came into force on September 29, 2020.
A Co-operative society can be formed as per the provisions of the Co-operative Societies Act, 1912 by
individuals who have the capacity to enter into a valid contract for the attainment of a common economic
interest. While Cooperative Societies Act is a Central Act, ‘Cooperative Societies’ is a State Subject (Entry
32 of State List). This Act has been repealed in most of the States and they have their own Cooperative
Societies Act. Further, the last name of society should be ‘Limited’, if it is registered with limited liability.
The Co-operative societies are therefore governed primarily by the Banking Regulations Act 1949 and
Baking Laws (Co-operative Societies) Act, 1955. These Co-operative societies are concerned with cheap
rural credit and providing financial assistance for rural activities, thereby promoting financial inclusion
of rural masses.
RBI also remarked that some co-operative societies were found accepting deposits from non-members or
nominal members or associate members which was equivalent to operating banking business in violation
of the provisions. Therefore, the public was cautioned to not place their deposits with these societies since
they neither had the license nor were authorised to do so.
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It was further reiterated that the insurance cover from Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee
Corporation (“DICGC”) cannot be availed for the deposits placed under the aegis of Co-operative
Societies. DICGC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of RBI provides a deposit insurance of Rs. 5 lakh in case the
lender goes out of order. In the absence of such protection, there is hardly any alternative insurance
mechanism providing such guarantee. Members of the public were therefore requested to exercise
abundant caution and carry due diligence of any such co-operative society which claims itself to be a bank,
and accordingly search for the availability of a banking licence issued by RBI before dealing with them.
Read more

By Jyoti Jindal, Associate Editor
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NCLAT STAYS COMPETITION
COMMISSION OF INDIA RS
200 CRORES PENALTY ON
MARUTI SUZUKI

The National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT), by an order dated November 22nd 2021,
stayed the Rs. 200 crores penalty imposed on Maruti Suzuki India Limited by the Competition of India
on August 23, 2021. This penalty was imposed on Maruti Suzuki for restricting discounts offered by its
dealers. By this order, the Competition Commission had also directed the Maruti Suzuki to cease and
desist from indulging in unfair business practices. The Commission had observed that the company was
indulging in anti-competitive conduct of resale prices maintenance (RPM) in the passenger vehicle
segment by implementing discount control policy. It had agreements with dealers, restraining them from
offering discounts beyond the limit prescribed to them. Thus, even if the retailers wanted to offer more
discounts then the prescribed limit, they were restrained from doing so. Anyone who violated this
agreement was threatened with imposition upon penalty.
During the proceedings before the NCLAT, Mr. Abhishek Manu Singhvi, appearing for Maruti Suzuki,
questioned the "correctness, validity and legality" of the CCI order and submitted that the regulator made
a "serious error in passing" the impugned order by not defining relevant market and came to the wrong
conclusion. As opposed to this, the Additional Solicitor General, Mr. Balbir Singh, appearing for the
Competition Commission of India, argued that Maruti Suzuki had imposed penalties on the dealers in
respect of additional discounts offered by them.
Taking the same into consideration, the Competition Commission granted an interim relief to the
company and imposed a stay on the order passed by the Commission. However, while imposing this stay,
NCLAT has also directed the company to deposit 10% of the total penalty amount within three weeks. It
stated that subject to the payment of 10% of penalty imposed by the respondent, by way of fixed deposit
receipt to and in favour of the NCLAT Registrar within 3 weeks from the date of passing of this order.
Further, the appellate tribunal has also directed to list the petition filed by Maruti Suzuki India Ltd
against the Competition Commission "for admission" on December 15. It may also be noted that a
recovery notice was issued by the commission while an appeal against the original order remained pending
before the NCLAT. The tribunal also stayed the recovery notice along with the penalty order.

By Srishti Kaushal, Junior Editor
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THE RBI PUTS THE ENTRY OF
CORPORATES IN THE
BANKING SECTOR ON HOLD

The Reserve Bank of India has denied accepting the proposal of an Internal Working Group (IWG),
which it had constituted to allow the entry of large corporates into banking. The Working Group gave 33
recommendations out of which 21 were accepted. The recommendations included the ownership and
corporate structure of Indian private sector banks. Earlier, former RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan and
Deputy Governor Viral Acharya had recommended and the RBI has followed its line of not allowing the
entry of large corporates into banking. Raghuram Rajan and Viral Acharya last year said, “The history of
such connected lending is invariably disastrous-how can the bank make good loans when it is owned by
the borrower?” There have been apprehensions that it was not easy for the supervisors to prevent or
detect self-dealing or connected lending. Connected lending involves the controlling owner of the bank
giving loans to himself or his related parties and group companies at favourable terms and conditions.
Such loans can subsequently become bad assets of the bank.
The RBI, however, gave some relief to private bankers by accepting the recommendation to allow raising
the cap on promoters’ stakes in a long run of 15 years to 26 per cent which was 15 per cent earlier. The
RBI had marked an exception last year by allowing Uday Kotak to keep an equity stake of 26 per cent and
not 15 per cent, as was the rule.
Corporate houses were active in the banking sector till five decades ago before the nationalization of
banks took place in 1969. The banks, before their nationalization, were accused of connected lending and
misuse of depositors’ money. The banking sector was then opened in 1993 when the first round of
licensing or private banks began. Since then, there were two rounds of licensing of banks in the private
sector- in 2003-04 and 2013-14. The RBI also introduced the On-Tap Licensing Regime of universal
banks in 2016.
The RBI also decided to keep the non-promoter shareholding capped at 10 per cent for individuals or
non-financial institutions. The RBI also clarified that the cap will be at 15 per cent in cases of all
categories of financial institutions or entities, supranational institutions, public sector undertaking or
government. At the same time, the pre-requisite of approval of the RBI to acquire shareholding or voting
rights of 5 per cent or more will continue.
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The RBI also went against the group’s recommendation and said that payments banks must operate for at
least five years before applying to become small finance banks (SFB). The group suggestion to decrease the
minimum years to three. Read More
By Vansh Bhatnagar, Junior Editor
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
1. JURISDICTION OF HIGH COURT HEARING AN
ARBITRATION APPEAL IS DISTINCT FROM THAT OF
FIRST APPELLATE COURT IN A CIVIL SUIT: SUPREME
COURT
In the case of Punjab State Civil Supplies Corporation Ltd & Anr v. M/s Ramesh
Kumar and Company & Ors, the Supreme Court has recently observed that the
jurisdiction in a first appeal arising out of a decree in a civil suit is distinct from
the jurisdiction of the High Court under Section 37 of the Arbitration and
Reconciliation Act, 1996 which explains Appealable Orders. The Court observed
that in the present case, the Punjab & Haryana High Court had no legal basis to
interfere with the judgment of the District Judge or to decree the claim and that it
was only empowered to determine whether the District Judge had acted contrary to
Section 34 of the Act which states the necessary conditions for an arbitral award to
be set aside by the Court. The Court, thus, found the judgment of the High Court
to be unsustainable and also dismissed all pending applications. Read more

2. ARBITRAL AWARD CAN BE MODIFIED UNDER SECTION
33 OF ARBITRATION ACT ONLY IN CASE OF ARITHMETIC
OR CLERICAL ERRORS: SC
In the case of Gyan Prakash Arya v. M/s Titan Industries Limited, the Supreme
Court has held that an arbitral award can be modified by way of an application
under Section 33(1) of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 only in case of
arithmetic or a clerical error. Referring to the concerned provision which states
that a party, with notice to the other party, may request the arbitral tribunal to
correct any computation errors, any clerical or typographical errors, or any other
errors occurring in the award, the Court has observed that in the present case, there
was no such error in the original award passed by the learned arbitrator.
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Therefore, the Court has held that both, the City Civil Court as well as the High
Court of Karnataka have committed a grave error in dismissing the arbitration
suit/appeal under Sections 34 and 37 of the Act respectively. Read More

3. KALPATARU POWER TO APPROACH NEW YORK
COURT AGAINST RWANDA TO ENFORCE A $32 MILLION
ARBITRATION AWARD
Kalpataru Power Transmission Ltd. (KPTL) is planning to file a lawsuit in New
York to enforce an arbitration judgement of more than $32 million (about Rs 240
crore) against Rwanda Energy Group (REG) in a contract dispute. In November
2013, KPTL, a power transmission and distribution business, signed a deal with
REG to build and activate a 220 KV power transmission network between the DRC
and Rwanda in Central Africa. When REG declined to pay KPTL for a price
adjustment, a disagreement occurred. REG was ordered to pay over $32 million to
KPTL by October 18 after an arbitration panel ruled in favour of the Indian
business. REG, on the other hand, refused to pay up. Since Rwanda and India are
signatories to the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards, also known as New York Convention, KPTL has decided to
approach a court in New York. Read More
By Diya Vig, Assistant Editor
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COMPETITION LAW
1. UK COMPETITION REGULATOR ORDERS META TO SELL
GIPHY
United Kingdom’s competition regulator, the Competitions and Markets Authority
(CMA) has ordered Meta to sell the GIF database and search engine Giphy. A panel
from the CMA decided that Meta would be able to increase its “significant market
power” through the acquisition by “denying or limiting other platforms access to
Giphy” and driving more traffic to Instagram, WhatsApp, and other Meta-owned sites.
It said that the acquisition would allow Meta to change the terms of access and require
other platforms to “provide more user data” for using Giphy’s library. The competition
regulator also noted that Facebook’s acquisition of Giphy will reduce competition
between social media platforms and “the deal has already removed Giphy as a potential
challenger in the display advertising market.” The company, then known simply as
Facebook, had bought the GIF-sharing search engine last year for a reported $315m.
Read More

2. CCI IMPOSES PENALTY ON PAPER MANUFACTURERS FOR
INDULGING IN CARTELIZATION
The Competition Commission of India (CCI) has imposed a symbolic penalty of Rs 5
lakh each on 10 paper manufacturing companies found guilty of cartelization. Further,
a penalty of Rs. 2.5 lakh has also been levied on the Indian Agro & Recycled Paper
Mills Association, an association of paper manufacturers, for providing its platform for
anti-competitive practices. As per the CCI, these organizations were found to have
contravened the provisions of Section 3(1) of the Competition Act, 2002. The CCI also
directed them to cease and desist in the future from indulging in anti-competitive
conduct. The regulator imposed a symbolic fine considering that during the pandemic,
most businesses moved to the virtual mode, thereby reducing the need for paper and
affecting the paper business. The case was initiated suo motu by the Commission based
on certain material found during the ongoing investigations of two other cases. Read
More
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3. SUPREME COURT GIVES TWO MORE WEEKS TO CCI TO
DECIDE COMPLAINT ON AMAZON-FUTURE DEAL
The Supreme Court on 29 November extended by two weeks the time granted to the
CCI by the Delhi High Court to take a decision with respect to the Show Cause notice
issued by it to Amazon over the deal with Future group. The Confederation of All
India Traders had moved the High Court demanding the annulment of CCI’s approval
that was granted to Amazon in 2019 for its investment transactions with Future
Coupons. The CCI issued a show-cause notice to Amazon, dated 4th June 2021 on the
issue. On November 16, the Delhi High Court directed CCI to decide on the matter
within two weeks instead of January 4, the earlier scheduled date of hearing. Amazon
approached the SC through Special Leave Petition against the Delhi High Court’s
order. The SC, while giving the extension, did not comment on the merits of the case
or the CCI proceedings. Read More

4. CHINA LAUNCHES NATIONAL ANTI-MONOPOLY BUREAU
China inaugurated its new National Anti-monopoly Bureau on November 18 in the
same building as the State Administration for Market Regulation (SAMR) in Beijing.
The newly established bureau will draft anti-monopoly measures and guidelines,
organize anti-monopoly enforcement work, guide fair competition review work, and
promote anti-monopoly enforcement international cooperation and exchange,
according to its website. Previously, anti-monopoly regulations in China were managed
by the State Council but after a 2018 institutional reform, this work was assigned to
the SAMR and its anti-monopoly department. This move of establishing the National
Anti-Monopoly Bureau comes alongside a recent string of crackdowns on tech giants
such as Alibaba, Baidu, Bytedance, and Tencent among others for the antitrust
infringements committed by them. Read More

By Tarpan Soni, Assistant Editor
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INSOLVENCY LAW
1. RBI SUPERSEDES BOARD OF RELIANCE CAPITAL TO
INITIATE PROCEEDINGS AGAINST RELIANCE CAPITAL
The Reserve Bank of India on Dec 2, 2021 filed an application for initiation of
Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP) against Reliance Capital Limited. The
central bank has initiated the insolvency process under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code, 2016. The RBI on Thursday notified that it has filed an application for initiation
of CIRP against Reliance Capital Ltd., under Section 227 read with clause (zk) of subsection (2) of Section 239 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016 read with
Rules 5 and 6 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy (Insolvency and Liquidation
Proceedings of Financial Service Providers and Application to Adjudication Authority)
Rules, 2019 ("FSP Insolvency Rules") at the Mumbai Bench of the Hon'ble National
Company Law Tribunal.
On Monday, the RBI had superseded the board of Anil Ambani's Reliance Group
promoted company Reliance Capital Ltd (RCL) over defaults in meeting various
payment obligations to its creditors and serious governance concerns which the board
was not able to address effectively. Read More

2. NCLAT EXTENDS TIME FOR COMPLETING INSOLVENCY
PROCESS FOR VASAN HEALTHCARE
The National Company Law Appellate Tribunal has given more time till November 30
for completing the insolvency resolution process for Vasan Healthcare and quashed an
NCLT order, saying the timeline could be extended in case of exceptional circumstances
and save the company from liquidation. A two-member Chennai Bench of the appellate
tribunal has also excluded the time spent in filing appeals - from August 18 to
November 25 - before it.
On August 3 this year, the Chennai Bench of National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT)
had declined the plea of Resolution Professional of Vasan Healthcare seeking time till
November 30 for completing the resolution process and extended it only till August 22,
2021. NCLAT, in its judgment, noted that Vasan Healthcare's resolution process has
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faced exceptional circumstances such as pendency of judicial proceedings before
courts, imposition of nationwide lockdown, change of RP, calling fresh Expression of
Interest and the nature of business of the corporate debtor which admittedly is spread
over many parts of the country. Read More

3. IBBI ISSUES CLARIFICATION ON REQUIREMENT OF
SEEKING NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE OR NO DUES
CERTIFICATE FROM INCOME TAX DEPT. DURING
VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION PROCESS UNDER IBC
The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) on 15th November, 2021 issued
the clarification on the requirement of seeking a No Objection Certificate or No Dues
Certificate from the Income Tax Department during the Voluntary Liquidation
Process under IBC. Regulation 14 of the IBBI (Voluntary Liquidation Process)
Regulations, 2017 (the Regulations) mandates the liquidator to make the public
announcement within five days of his appointment, calling for submission of claims
by stakeholders within thirty days from the liquidation commencement date. The
Regulations also obligate all the financial creditors, operational creditors including
government, and other stakeholders to submit their claims within the specified
period. If the claims are not submitted in time, the corporate person may get dissolved
without dealing with such claims and such claims may consequently get extinguished.
Read More

By Akshat Verma, Assistant Editor
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW

1. FRENCH FISHERMAN DISRUPT UK TRADE ROUTES OVER
FISHING LICENSE ROW
French fishermen temporarily blockaded the port of Calais and Channel Tunnel rail
link in an effort to disrupt trade between Britain and the continent, escalating a row
over licences to fish in British waters. For years, fishing rights have been a bone of
contention in the Brexit negotiations, not because of their economic value, Britain and
the EU agreed to establish up a licencing system to allow fishing vessels access to each
other's waters, but France claims it has not received the full number of licences it is
due, while Britain claims only those with the wrong paperwork have been denied entry.
The fishermen who were stationed at the barriers stated that they hoped to see progress
by December 10. Britain claims to be abiding by the post-Brexit agreements, while
France claims Britain is not. Britain's policy on giving fishing licences has not altered,
according to a spokeswoman for Prime Minister Boris Johnson, and London is
monitoring the demonstrations. Read More

2. GENERAL ASSEMBLY SPEAKERS INSIST SECURITY
COUNCIL REFORMS SUGGESTS TO INCLUDE INCREASED
MEMBERSHIP FROM ASIA, AFRICA, AND LATIN AMERICA
The general assembly resumed its consideration of the agenda item, “question of
equitable representation on and increase the membership of the security council and
other matters related to the Security Council”. While delegates calling for a Security
Council reform in accordance with geographical representation as well as debating the
limit on the use of the veto in case of mass atrocities.
Most of the speakers reaffirming the view of making the Security Council more
balanced and responsive. Germany’s speaker Guenter Sautter associated himself with
India, Japan and Brazil (G4) countries to stress the importance of the reform. Read
more
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3. PUTIN MAKING INDIA HIS MAIDEN BILATERAL STOP
SINCE PANDEMIC
Putin will be in India at a time when Sino-Indian ties are at a low following PLA’s
belligerence at Galwan, LAC in 2020 and China remains intransigent on de-escalation
rather upping the ante through incursions. However, notwithstanding the SinoRussian partnership, Putin has decided to visit India and not China on his maiden
bilateral trip since the pandemic. While 2021 is also the 50th year since New Delhi
signed peace, friendship and cooperation treaty with Moscow.
India’s partnership with the Soviet Union and subsequently with Russia have been a
factor of stability in geo-politics for the past seven decades.
And when the world is yet again facing multiple challenges with the US withdrawal
from Afghanistan, threat from radical groups and terrorists and rising tensions
between Beijing and Washington, the strategic partnership between New Delhi and
Moscow can be a source of stability. Read more
By Shashwat Sharma, Assistant Editor
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS (IPR)
1. DELHI HIGH COURT RESTRAINS DEVELOPER FROM USING
‘BURJ’ AI ARAB TRADEMARK
In the case of Jumeirah Beach Resort LLC v. Designarch Consultants Pvt Ltd.& Anr.,
the High Court of Delhi issued an injunction restraining the local real estate projects
from prospectively using the trademark ‘Burj’ of the Dubai-based international hotel
chain ‘Jumeirah Beach Resort’. The injunction application was disposed of under
Order 39, Rules 1 and 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure (CPC), 1908.
The Court, however, noted that that the plaintiff had no exclusive right over the word
‘Burj’ and allowed the use of the mark 'Burjnoida' for a 10-year long ongoing project in
India, according to provisions under Section 135(2)(c) and Section 17 of the Trade
Marks Act, 1999. The Court added that periodic accounts should be filed on affidavit
by one of the Directors every six months while the first set of accounts should be filed
within two weeks. Read more

2. FAST FOOD CHAIN SUBWAY DRAGS TAXMAN TO COURT
OVER GST ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Subway, an American fast food restaurant, has taken the indirect tax department to
court, alleging that it was forced to pay differential GST on services before sending any
notices. Subway Systems India claimed in a writ petition filed in the High Court of
Punjab and Haryana that the tax department had issued several summonses to high
management over the taxability of intellectual property rights.
The conflict stems from a disagreement about whether intellectual property rights and
royalties are taxable. Multinationals that operate in India through franchisee
arrangements, such as fast food chains, hotels, and technology enterprises, have come
under scrutiny from the taxman. In most cases the contract mentions that the contract
is for 99 years or so. Tax department claims that in essence this is just nomenclature.
Under the tax framework the way the contracts are worded tends to decide the tax rate.
Tax department wants to scrutinise “substance over form” of these contracts.
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That is, whether the contracts are merely drawn in a particular manner to save taxes.
Read more

3. TRIPS COUNCIL TO CONTINUE MEETING TO BREAK
DEADLOCK ON COVID-19 RESPONSE
There is still no agreement on the India-South Africa waiver request or the EU
TRIPS and public health proposal. The Council for Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) has chosen to remain actively engaged in the
search for a common intellectual property response to Covid-19 until the WTO's
12th Ministerial Conference (MC12).
There is no agreement yet on either the India-South Africa waiver request or the
EU's proposal for a TRIPS-and-public-health declaration. According to a WTO
release issued following the TRIPS Council meeting on Thursday, "the chair of the
Council, Ambassador Dagfinn Srli of Norway, said he will make sure no stone is
left unturned to explore all available options toward a consensus-based outcome at
the Ministerial Conference taking place from November 30 to December 3." Read
more
By Shashwat Sharma, Assistant Editor
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MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
1. SEBI PROPOSES CAP ON START-UP IPO PROCEEDS FOR
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has recommended a cap on the
amount of money obtained through initial public offerings (IPOs) that companies can
use for mergers and acquisitions (M&As), unless takeover targets are selected ahead of
time. "Raising cash for undisclosed acquisitions creates some uncertainty in the IPO
objects," according to SEBI. Stakeholder feedback on the plan was requested by the
regulator. The report follows the successful IPOs of firms like as Zomato, Paytm, and
Nykaa. The Paytm IPO, which raised Rs 18,300 crore, is the largest ever in India. SEBI
proposed to prescribe a combined limit of up to 35% of the fresh issue size for
deployment on such objects of inorganic growth initiatives and GCP (general corporate
purpose), where the intended acquisition/ strategic investment is unidentified in the
objects of the offer. Read More

2. KIRLOSKAR FERROUS INDUSTRIES TO ACQUIRE STAKE
IN ISMT
Kirloskar Ferrous Industries Ltd, a castings and pig iron maker, has agreed to purchase
a majority position in Indian Seamless Metal Tubes (ISMT) Limited through
preferential issuance of equity shares. By means of preferential allotment, KFIL will
subscribe to shares for an aggregate consideration of 476.63 crores at a per-share price
of 30.95. These shares will account for 51.25 percent of ISMT's total share capital. The
business has also launched an open offer to purchase up to 25.05 percent of the Target
Company's resulting voting capital. This will allow the company to foray into the
special steels business. Read More
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3. NETFLIX TO ACQUIRE SCANLINE VFX
Netflix has announced its plans to acquire German visual effects studio Scanline VFX
for an undisclosed sum. Netflix expects the transaction to be completed by the first
quarter of 2022. VFX Supervisor Stephan Trojansky leads Scaline, which was founded
in 1989 and whose patented fluid rendering engine Flowline earned an Academy Award
for Technical Achievement in 2008. Netflix will invest in Scanline’s pipeline,
infrastructure and workforce and continue to support the pioneering work that
Scanline’s Eyeline Studios is doing in virtual production to push the boundaries of
what is visibly possible. Read More

4. LAURUS LABS INKS PACT WITH IMMUNOACT TO
ACQUIRE 26% STAKE FOR ₹46 CRORES
Immunoadoptive Cell Therapy Private Limited (ImmunoACT), an advanced cell and
gene therapy business, has inked an investment agreement with Laurus Labs to acquire
a 26.62 percent share (fully diluted basis) for Rs 46 crore, subject to certain conditions.
According to a stock exchange filing, Laurus Labs' senior management will also invest
in ImmunoACT for a 5.64 percent ownership for about 9.75 crore at the same price
and circumstances. ImmunoACT is a component of Laurus Labs' bigger goal to enhance
its biologics company, and it gives access and entry into a burgeoning field of study.
Read More

5. INDIAMART INTERMESH ACQUIRES
M1XCHANGE FOR RS 32.4 CRORES

STAKE

IN

Indiamart Intermesh, a B2B e-commerce startup, has purchased a share in M1xchange,
a trade receivable discounting system services provider, for Rs 32.4 crore, the fintech
firm announced on Monday. Indiamart had previously announced a plan to buy 7.7% of
M1xchange for Rs 32.4 crore, and the transaction is now complete with the fintech
business receiving the funds. "M1xchange, India's largest TReDS platform, has raised
over Rs 324 million in secondary capital from Indiamart Intermesh Limited, in a deal
that saw SIDBI Venture Capital Limited, an early investor in the firm, get a portion of
the proceeds. The investment would support the Indiamart Group's long-term goal of
providing different Software as a Service (SaaS) based business solutions. Read More
By Diya Vig, Assistant Editor
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MISCELLANEOUS
1. SC ALLOWS GOVERNMENT TO SELL ITS 29.5 PERCENT
STAKE IN HINDUSTAN ZINC LIMITED
The Supreme Court on Thursday allowed the central government to disinvest its
remaining shares in Hindustan Zinc Limited and also ordered registration of a regular
case by the CBI into the alleged irregularities in the disinvestment of the government’s
controlling stake in Hindustan Zinc Limited (HZL) in 2002. SC bench also directed
registration of a regular case by CBI into disinvestment of HZL shares during the
Vajpayee government. The bench also noted that there is a prima facie case of
investigation in view of irregularities in the bidding process, sale of shares.
Hindustan Zinc Limited is an Indian integrated mining and resources producer of zinc,
lead, silver and cadmium. It is a subsidiary of Vedanta Limited. On 17 November, the
billionaire Anil Agarwal-led mining company Vedanta Ltd said it is mulling a complete
overhaul of its corporate structure, including demerger and listing of the aluminium,
iron and steel, and oil and gas businesses as standalone entities to unlock shareholder
value. Read More
By Akshat Verma, Assistant Editor
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SECURITIES RIGHTS
1. SEBI CRACKS DOWN ON TELEGRAM TIPS OPERATORS
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has taken action against entities
suspected of being involved in a front-running scandal involving the Telegram chat
service. The regulator carried out confiscation operations against businesses in Gujarat.
These entities ran Telegram channels with tens of thousands of users. The strategy was
to accumulate stock positions before endorsing them on their channel. Because most
subscribers traded based on their recommendations, the stock prices used to rise. This
allowed them to profitably square off their holdings. Electronic devices containing
damning evidence have been discovered and seized. The popular BTST, or Buy Today
Sell Tomorrow, transactions are employed by the operators under investigation by the
SEBI. Read More

2. SEBI ASKS DEBENTURE TRUSTEES TO DISCLOSE
INVESTORS CHARTER, COMPLIANT DATA ON WEBSITE
Market regulator SEBI, has ordered debenture trustees (DTs) to publish a charter for
investors as well as data on complaints received on their websites. The new regulations
will take effect on January 1, 2022. SEBI has developed an investor charter for DTs,
highlighting the services provided to investors, timelines for various DT services
provided, legal obligations of investors, and a grievance redress mechanism, to help
investors become more aware of various operations where they must deal with DTs for
various services. SEBI has ordered all registered DTs to take the required efforts to
raise the investor charter to the attention of non-convertible debt securities investors
by disseminating the charter on their websites and posting it prominently in offices,
among other things. the Trustee Association of India (TAI) will disseminate the
Investor Charter on its website. Read More
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3. SEBI LAYS DOWN NORMS FOR SILVER ETFS
The market regulator SEBI, issued operating norms for silver Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFs) on Wednesday, making it easier for investors to gain exposure to the
commodity in a transparent way. The regulator has put out criteria for silver ETF
investment objectives, valuation, net asset value (NAV) calculation, tracking error,
tracking difference, and disclosure requirements in the rules. According to the
Securities and Exchange Commission, silver ETFs must invest at least 95% of their
net assets in silver and silver-related instruments. Furthermore, silver-based
Exchange Traded Commodity Derivatives (ETCDs) will be regarded a silver-related
instrument for silver ETFs. Silver ETFs' investment in ETCDs with silver as the
underlying will be subject to various restrictions. ETCDs using silver as the
underlying will have a maximum exposure of 10% of net asset value. The board of
the asset management company (AMC) and the trustees will evaluate the policy
once a year. Read More

4. SEBI ALLOWS FPIS TO WRITE OFF DEBT SECURITIES
Market regulator SEBI has permitted foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) to write off
any debt securities that they were unable to sell. Only those FPIs that decide to
resign their registration will be affected. Previously, the SEBI enabled FPIs to write
off shares in any company that they were unable to sell, and now they can sell their
debt instruments as well. It further stated that for the write-off, the process
indicated in the operating guidelines must be followed. Read More
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5. SEBI ISSUES CIRCULAR ON NON-COMPLIANCE WITH
CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF ISSUE OF CAPITAL AND
DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS REGULATIONS, 2018
By amending the Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements Regulations, 2018, the
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has issued a circular on non-compliance
with certain sections. An amendment has been made in the Section 9 of a previous
circular by inserting Section 9A that reads, “9A. The Stock Exchanges may deviate
from the provisions of the circular, wherever the interest of the investors are not
adversely affected, if found necessary, only after recording reasons in writing.” Read
More

By Diya Vig, Assistant Editor
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TAXATION LAW
1. CBDT NOTIFIES E-SETTLEMENT SCHEME FOR TAXPAYERS
The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) on 1st November, 2021 notified an esettlement scheme to resolve pending income-tax settlement applications transferred to
a settlement commission. The CBDT said that the scheme will be applicable to
“pending applications with regards to which the applicant has not exercised the option
under sub-section (1) of section 245M of the act and which has been assigned or
transferred by Central Board of Direct Taxes to an interim board. The proceedings
before the interim board shall not be open to the public. No person other than the
applicant, their employee, and concerned officers of the interim board or the incometax authority or the authorised representatives without the permission of the interim
board, can attend the proceedings even on videoconferencing or video telephony.
CBDT shall establish suitable facilities for videoconferencing including
telecommunication application software that supports video telephony at such
locations as may be necessary, it said in the notification.The board had in September
allowed eligible taxpayers to file their income-tax settlement claims before the Interim
Board for Settlement on certain conditions. Read More

2. CBDT NOTIFIES INCOME TAX (32ND AMENDMENT RULES),
RULES, 2021
The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) on November 23, 2021 issued the Income
tax (32nd Amendment), Rules, 2021 to further amend the Income-tax Rules,1962. This
shall come into force on November 23, 2021. The said amendment has been
incorporated in ‘Form 52A” which now specifies that the statement with respect to
production of a cinematic film should be furnished to the assessing officer under the
aegis of section 285B of the Income-tax act, 1961. Prior to the amendment, Form 52A
used to specify that the statement required to be furnished by a person carrying on the
production of the film. The said amendment was exercised by virtue of the powers
conferred under section 285B read with section 295 of the Income-tax act. Read more
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3. CBDT CLARIFIES GUIDELINES ON SECTION 194-O, 194Q &
206C OF THE INCOME TAX ACT
The Central Board of Direct Taxes under the supervision of the Ministry of Finance
and Department of Revenue has issued guidelines under sub-section (4) of section 1940, sub-section (3) of section 194Q, and subsection (I-I) of section 206C of Income-tax
Act, 1961. The department clarified these guidelines in a circular released on
November 25, 2021. CBDT has clarified in its official statement that Finance Act,
2020 also inserted sub-section (11-1) in section 206C of the act which mandates that
with effect from 1st day of October 2020, a seller receiving an amount as consideration
for the sale of any goods of the value or aggregate of such value exceeding Rs.50 lakhs
in any previous year shall collect from the buyer, a sum equal to 0.1 per cent of the sale
consideration exceeding Rs.50 lakhs as income tax. The collection is required to be
made at the time of receipt of the amount of sale consideration. CBDT has also
clarified in its official circular that Finance Act, 2021 inserted a new section 194Q to
the act which took effect from 1st day of July 2021. It applies to any buyer who is
responsible for paying any sum to any resident seller for the purchase of any goods or
the value or aggregate of value exceeding Rs.50 lakh in any previous year. Read More
By Akshat Verma, Assistant Editor
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TMT LAW
1. GAME OVER FOR FORTNITE IN CHINA AS EPIC GAMES
PULLS THE PLUG
Epic Games cancelled its Chinese version of Fortnite on Monday, after a three-year
campaign to break into the world's largest gaming market was thwarted by Communist
Party crackdowns on online addiction and the IT sector. Epic Games announced two
weeks ago that the Chinese version of the game would be shut down on November
15th, stating that "Fortnite China's Beta test has reached an end" and that servers
would be shut down.
The move brings a stop to a long-running Fortnite test in China, where content is
censored for excessive violence. With over 350 million users, the action-packed shooter
and world-building game is one of the most popular in the world. Its Chinese test
version was released in 2018, but as approvals for new games lagged, 'Fortnite' never
got official approval to be formally launched and monetised. Read more

2. SRI LANKA TO AMEND MEDIA
FORMULATE NATIONAL MEDIA POLICY

LAWS,

ETHICS,

According to the cabinet office, Sri Lanka will appoint a committee to revise existing
laws that apply to journalists and media organisations and to formulate a national
media policy that will encompass, among other things, media ethics. The cabinet of
ministers has agreed to form a committee to represent the disciplines of media,
marketing, education, law, administration, and economics, as proposed by Media
Minister Dullas Alahapperuma.
“A major decision was made regarding our industry, to update laws pertaining to
institutes that come under the media ministry,” he said. In August this year, Sri
Lanka’s government was contemplating legislation that would target websites whose
posts it deems “defamatory” and have no visible ownership.
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The announcement gave rise to fears of a clamp down on freedom of expression. The government
would first focus on websites without owners’ names and addresses, according to one minister.
Read more

3. BANK GUARANTEES OF TELCOS TO BE RETURNED, GOVT
LIKELY TO TELL SUPREME COURT
The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) is expected to inform the Supreme
Court soon that the government will return telco bank guarantees (BGs) even in cases
that are currently under appeal.
Government officials indicated that these would be repaid in addition to the BGs that
the telecoms had provided to offset spectrum payments that had been postponed for
four years under the relief package. They went on to say that the government will
preserve its deferral dues by requiring corporations to submit BGs a year before the
dues are due. Read more
By Shashwat Sharma, Assistant Editor
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BANKING & FINANCE
1. RBI INTRODUCES INTERNAL OMBUDSMAN MECHANISM
FOR SELECT NBFCS
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has introduced an Internal Ombudsman Mechanism
for select Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs). The select NBFCs include
deposit-taking NBFCs with 10 or more branches and non-deposit-taking NBFCs with
assets size of ₹5,000 crores or above and having public customer interface. Under the
mechanism, these NBFCs have been directed to appoint an Internal Ombudsman (IO)
at the apex of their internal grievance redress mechanism. All complaints that an NBFC
rejects will be reviewed by the IO before the final decision of the NBFC is conveyed to
the complainant. The IO will not entertain any complaints directly from public. The
implementation of the mechanism will be monitored by the NBFC’s internal audit
system apart from regulatory oversight by RBI. The NBFCs have been given a time of
six months to follow the directions. Read More

2. RBI FLOATS DRAFT SCHEME FOR AMALGAMATION OF
PMC BANK, UNITY SFB
The RBI has put forward the draft scheme for the amalgamation of crisis-hit Punjab
and Maharashtra Co-operative Bank (PMC Bank) with Unity Small Finance Bank
(USFB). The scheme envisages a takeover of the assets and liabilities of PMC Bank, by
USFB. Under the scheme, retail depositors will be permitted to withdraw money in a
phased manner. Initially, the insurance money will be paid and thereafter, the
additional money can be withdrawn as; Rs 50,000 at the end of two years, Rs 1 lakh at
the end of three years, Rs 3 lakh at the end of four years, Rs 5.5 lakh at the end of five
years and the entire amount at the end of ten years. All the employees of the PMC Bank
shall continue in service on the same remuneration and terms and conditions for three
years from the appointed date. Read More
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3. RBI SUPERSEDES THE BOARD OF DEFAULT HIT RELIANCE
CAPITAL
The RBI on 29 November, superseded the Board of Directors of Reliance Capital Ltd
(RCL) chaired by Anil Ambani because of its default and serious governance issues
which the board has not been able to address effectively. The RBI action comes more
than two years after Reliance Capital was declared a defaulter by Care Ratings for
failing to meet its payment obligations. RCL owes Rs 21,781.01 crore, as of October 31
to lenders. The company reported continuous delay in servicing debt obligations on
account of stretched liquidity. The central bank has appointed Nageswar Rao Y,
former Executive Director, Bank of Maharashtra, as the Administrator of the company
under Section 45-IE (2) of the RBI Act. The RBI has also initiated insolvency
proceedings against the company at National Company Law Tribunal. Read More
By Tarpan Soni, Assistant Editor
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DIRECTOR'S CUT: A
NEGLECTED COPY-RIGHT

by Dr. Pralok Gupta (Policy Leader Fellow, School of Transnational Governance, European
University Institute, Florence and Associate Professor, Centre for WTO Studies, Indian Institute
of Foreign Trade, New Delhi) and Mr. Shreyansh Singh (Senior Research Fellow, Centre for WTO
Studies, Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New Delhi)
1. INTRODUCTION
Cryptocurrency serves as a medium of exchange in the form of digital assets with decentralized control
designed to facilitate transactions without the need for a central institution. Crypto-currencies have no
tangible existence, rather they are electronic signals and records that keep track of transactions mediated
with the currency. This decentralized record-keeping is done through ‘blockchain’, which is a universal
database of financial records ‘distributed’ across multiple nodes of a computer network (also called
distributed ledger) that enables tracking of transactions and accordingly maintain individual cryptocurrency balances. This record-keeping, done through distributed ledgers, prevents the double-spending
problem, i.e., it ensures that the same digital asset is not spent more than once.
Cryptocurrency was developed as a response to the lack of trust in the regulatory authorities and
intermediaries responsible for financial stability post the global financial crisis. This is indicated by the
fact that the idea was first suggested by Satoshi Nakamoto (a pseudonym for unknown individual/group
of individuals) who left a message in the code of the block with the first 50 bitcoins which read “The
Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks”. However, motivations to use
cryptocurrency are multiple and not necessarily linked with the lack of trust. For instance, few other
reasons for the increased usage and popularity of cryptocurrency are reduced transaction costs, relatively
anonymous transactions and irreversibility of payments. In this context, it may be noted that
cryptocurrencies are also generally associated with speculative transactions, illegal transactions, gambling
and cross-border transactions. This is because they mostly remain beyond the regulatory control of the
government or central banks. Additionally, regulatory frameworks may lag in coping with new
technologies and thus making them more prone to illegal activities. In fact, it is also suggested that
cryptocurrencies have further accelerated ransomware attacks.
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Considering the potential risks of cryptocurrency for individuals and the stability of the banking and the
financial environment in a country, various countries like Australia, Japan, UK, etc. have started
regulating cryptocurrency transactions, though such regulations are still at the evolving stage. India, like
other jurisdictions, has taken steps to secure the stability of its financial infrastructure and protect the
interests of its citizens while the proper regulation of cryptocurrency is still pending.
This article discusses the legal developments pertaining to cryptocurrencies in India over the years
including the Supreme Court’s stance on the issue. It also briefly outlines the regulations on
cryptocurrency in other jurisdictions, and concluding remarks are provided based on the regulatory
developments in India and other countries.

2. CRYPTOCURRENCY AND LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS IN INDIA
Given the complex nature and utility of the technology, cryptocurrency presently witnesses regulatory
overlap between multiple institutions in India. In 2013, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) warned the
users, holders and traders of cryptocurrency about the associated risks involved. Subsequently, RBI again
cautioned the users and issued its second advisory in 2017. An inter-disciplinary committee was set up in
April 2017 to study the impact of cryptocurrencies and come up with recommendations to regulate them.
RBI issued a third advisory in December 2017 reiterating its concerns, and the Ministry of Finance issued
a statement clarifying that virtual currencies (VCs) are not legal tender.
In the 2018-19 Budget speech, the Finance Minister said that the government does not consider
cryptocurrency as legal tender or coin, and will take all measures to eliminate the use of these crypto-assets
in financing illegitimate activities or as part of the payment system. However, it was also stated that the
government would explore the uses of blockchain, the encrypted data structure on which cryptocurrencies
are built.
Then in April 2018, the RBI issued a circular declaring that the RBI regulated entities (banks, NBFCs,
payment system providers, etc) are barred from dealing and providing services related to cryptocurrency
or VCs. A writ petition challenging the circular was filed before the Supreme Court, which was clubbed
with other related petitions for hearing before a three-judge bench in Internet and Mobile Association of
India v. Reserve Bank of India (2018). Meanwhile, in 2019, a committee set up by the Ministry of Finance
submitted its report recommending a ban on cryptocurrency in India and suggesting the creation of a
digital Rupee. Amidst the legal uncertainties pertaining to cryptocurrency, the Supreme Court answered
three important questions in the context of the legality of cryptocurrency after analysing developments in
other jurisdictions, international organisations and domestic legislations, in March 2020.
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The first question before the Apex Court was whether VCs are ‘money’ or not since the petitioners in the
case had argued that VCs were ‘just goods/commodities’ and therefore, the RBI had no authority to
regulate the transfer of goods between private entities. To this, the court responded stating that “if an
intangible property under certain circumstances can act as money, then RBI can take note of it and deal
with it”.
The second question was whether the RBI is within its authority to regulate matters related to virtual
currencies. It is to be kept in mind that the RBI circular barred its regulated entities from dealing with
and providing services related to VCs. This in effect meant that VCs could not be converted to fiat
currency and that the link of VCs with India’s economy was severed. The court clarified that RBI can
regulate or prohibit “anything that may pose a threat to or have an impact on the financial system of the
country” and therefore, RBI was well within its rights to safeguard “public interest, interests of
depositors and interests of the banking policy”.
The third question was whether the said RBI circular was in violation of the constitutional right to carry
on trade or profession under Article 19(1)(g). The court held that entities/individuals who buy or sell VCs
as a mere hobby and those who engage in trading in VCs cannot claim the protection under Article 19(1)
(g) because they could still engage in trading ‘crypto-to-crypto’ pairs or use the VCs to make payments for
the purchase of goods or services to those who are accepting payments in VCs within India or abroad. The
only businesses that can invoke Article 19(1)(g) are cryptocurrency exchanges that suffered due to the
circular.
Nonetheless, the Supreme Court struck down the circular because RBI failed to show ‘proportional
damages’ suffered by its regulated entities in dealing with cryptocurrency exchanges and since RBI also
failed to explore alternative less stringent measures to remedy the problem. After this judgement, trading
in cryptocurrencies increased in India. Government agencies and the RBI also started exploring
alternative ways such as allowing for experiments and adopting a calibrated approach to cryptocurrency
regulations. In February 2021, the central government had revealed its plan to bring a new bill on
cryptocurrencies (‘The Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital Currency Bill, 2021’) in the
Parliament’s Budget session. The Bill aimed to prohibit all private cryptocurrencies and lay down the
regulatory framework for the launch of an official digital currency/central bank digital currency (CBDC),
but could not be introduced as planned. The government intends to take inputs from various
stakeholders, and hence, it may take some time before this bill gets introduced in the Parliament.
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In March 2021, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) released a notification and made it mandatory
for companies to disclose any dealings and/or holdings in cryptocurrency or VCs in their balance sheet.
Then on May 31, 2021, the RBI released a notification clarifying that the banks and other regulated
entities may continue to carry out due diligence processes for transactions in VCs as per guidelines on
Know Your Customer (KYC), Anti-Money Laundering (AML), Combating of Financing of Terrorism
(CFT) and obligations under Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA), 2002 and Foreign Exchange
Management Act (FEMA), 1999.
3. CRYPTOCURRENCY REGULATIONS IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Responses by the authorities and the regulators in various jurisdictions are largely incoherent. While
cryptocurrency remains largely unregulated and governed partially by anti-money laundering instruments
in multiple countries of the European Union (EU), the European Court of Justice (ECJ), in a decision,
held that transactions to exchange a bitcoin with currency or with other cryptocurrency and vice versa is
supply of services but is exempt from value-added tax (VAT) in all EU member states.
In Australia, cryptocurrency transactions are taxed and are governed under Anti-Money Laundering
(AML), Counter-Terrorism Financing (CTF) framework. China has launched its own digital currency
(Digital Yuan) controlled by its central bank, i.e., the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) and has made all
other cryptocurrencies illegal. In Japan and the UK, cryptocurrency exchange businesses are regulated and
taxed. South African Reserve Bank has repeatedly warned its citizens of various risks associated with the
use of cryptocurrency and the South African Revenue Services has asked the taxpayers to declare
cryptocurrency income as part of their taxable income.
Therefore, it could be said that there is no universal approach to the regulations of cryptocurrency in
other jurisdictions. Most of the countries that have started regulating cryptocurrency have been adopting
a calibrated approach to such regulations. With respect to CBDCs, the developments in most jurisdictions
are still at an exploratory and experimental stage. However, at this juncture, it can be reasonably
concluded that a lack of proper regulation renders the future of digital currency volatile, characterized by
frequent fluctuations in its values.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the past few years, the cryptocurrency market has been very bullish. Considering the high returns on
cryptocurrency assets, various firms have started investing in these assets. As these investments could
affect small investors as well as the financial stability of the country at large, it is pertinent that the
regulatory framework for cryptocurrency should be put in place at the earliest.
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The MCA notification to disclose any dealings in cryptocurrency or VCs in their balance sheet is a
welcome step in this direction. However, the future of virtual currencies is still uncertain in India
pending the Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital Currency Bill, 2021.
The Finance Minister recently stated that India’s crypto bill is ready and the government has taken inputs
from industry stakeholders to prepare the document. It is yet to be seen when the Cabinet can take it up
and consider it so that the government can move it. It is expected that once this Bill becomes an Act, the
private digital currencies will be banned in India and there will be an Indian official digital currency
backed by the RBI. Till then, crypto investors will continue to face uncertainty while dealing with
cryptocurrencies, which will eventually lead to high volatility in cryptocurrency trading.
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1. THE TRAI EXTENDS THE DATE FOR COMMENTS AND COUNTER COMMENTS ON
CONSULTATION PAPER ON MARKET STRUCTURE/ COMPETITION IN CABLE TV
SERVICES
The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) released the Consultation Paper on Market
Structure/ Competition in Cable TV Services on 25th October 2021. The Consultation Paper is related
to examination of monopoly in the market structure and competition in cable television services. The
TRAI noted in the paper that with the rapid pace of technology, it has become possible to provide
internet and telephone services over cable TV networks as many cable operators have started offering
broadband services by taking feeds from internet service providers (ISPs) and telecom service providers.
The TRAI attempted to analyse the issue of monopoly, market structure and competition in cable
services and had invited stakeholders to submit their response to a host of questions. It has asked for
stakeholder’s response on whether the market structure of the cable television services should be
regulated.
The last date for receiving written comments from the stakeholders was fixed initially 22nd November
2021 and counter comments, if any, were to be given by 6th December 2021. The TRAI, however, has
decided to extend this date up to 6th December 2021 for the comments and 20th December 2021 for the
counter comments. Read More
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2. THE RBI HAS RELEASED THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE FUNCTIONING OF
ASSETS RECONSTRUCTION COMPANIES AND A REVIEW OF GUIDELINES APPLICABLE
TO THEM FOR PUBLIC COMMENTS
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) announced the formation of a committee to conduct a comprehensive
review of the legal and regulatory framework applicable to Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs) on
19 April, as announced in the Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies released along with
the Monetary Policy Statement on 7 April this year. The committee will be chaired by Shri Sudarshan
Sen, former Executive Director of the Reserve Bank of India. The Committee's mandate was to
investigate the challenges and make recommendations for how the ARCs could better fulfil the financial
sector's expanding demands.
The committee has submitted its report titled, “Report of the Committee to Review the Working of
Asset Reconstruction Companies”. In this report, the RBI has given recommendations concerning
acquisition and securitisation of financial assets, reconstruction of Financial Assets, legal regulatory
framework of ARCs, and other matters of general importance. This Report is being released for
comments of stake holders and members of the public. The comments by the public have to be submitted
via email comments.arcreport@rbi.org.in by 15 December, 2021. RBI will examine all the comments
before taking a final view on the report submitted by the committee. Read more
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NAVIGATING THE
GREY AREA ENVIROSPACE DISPUTES : IS
ARBITRATION THE
ANSWER?
By Nishi Kaur (Junior Editor at RFMLR)
I. Introduction
The quest for an effective mechanism for deciding the increasing volume of disputes concerning
environmental damage or environmental disputes, has dominated much of the discourse in the
international and the domestic scenario. Environmental disputes are a sub-category of public disputes
that involve various resources, parties and a combination of issues such as health, economic development,
governance etc. They may occur ‘Upstream’ i.e., during policy-making or ‘Downstream’ i.e., over the
after-effects of administrative decisions.
Enviro-space disputes are a subsequent subset of environmental disputes that arise out of the
environmental impact of space activities. The impact may or may not be limited to the Earth and its
atmosphere.
The advent of ‘the space exploration age’, makes it imperative to incorporate ‘space pollution’ in a
discourse about the environment. However, the Indian legal framework fails to even recognize ‘space’ to
be a part of the environment. This gives rise to a situation where Alternate dispute Resolution (‘ADR’)
mechanisms like arbitration become the best bet for conflict-ridden parties.
The blog-post would firstly, discuss the shortcomings of the National Green Tribunal (“NGT”) in
resolving enviro-space disputes and secondly, make a case for arbitration as the optimal way to navigate
these shortcomings.
II. Enviro-space Disputes in India
An analysis of the NGT is relevant since it is the primary and specialized body for environmental dispute
resolution in India. The NGT, amongst other prominent concerns such as lack of power of judicial
review, is primarily riddled with two problems:
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Absence of a Framework for Enviro-Space Disputes:
Not only does India not include the word ‘Space’ in its definition of ‘environment’ under Section 2(a)of
the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, it also lacks a framework to regulate outer space activities
altogether. In such a scenario, the NGT stands inept at handling enforcement of liability in ‘enviro-space
disputes’ since Section 14 of the NGT Act, 2010 limits its jurisdiction to only cases concerning
substantial questions relating to the ‘Environment’ (of which space does not form a part). What makes
this situation further precarious is the fact that the Supreme Court has also expressed reservations about
deciding cases that require environmental expertise, in a catena of judgements such as M. C. Mehta v.
Union of India, Indian Council for Enviro- Legal Action v. Union of India and AP Pollution Control
Board v. M. V. Nayudu. This has unfortunately led to a grey-area in determining the jurisdiction of
space-pollution conflicts.
Lack of Adequate Expertise
The NGT lacks both in the numerical strength and the ‘holistic environmental expertise’ of its members.
The NGT, in the past eleven years has never met its full strength of 21 members as mandated by Section
4 of the NGT Act, 2010. Further, the expert members of the quasi-judicial body are mostly exbureaucrats of the Indian Forest Service. Whilst these members possess expertise when it comes to
forests, they are unequipped to handle other issues within the ambit of environmental conflicts such as
water pollution, hazardous substances and most importantly, space-pollution. This lack of expertise has
often drawn the attention of the Apex Court. In the case of Hanuman Laxman Aroskar v. Union of
India, wherein a bench headed by Justice D.Y. Chandrachud while overturning the decision of the
Tribunal, questioned the lack of expert members in its panel.
III. Arbitration as a Solution
Commercial Arbitration offers itself as a tailor-made solution to fill this vacuum of resolution of envirolegal disputes with a commercial or contractual aspect. It primarily offers these solutions:
Firstly, Arbitration provides an enviro-space dispute framework and an effective mechanism for
imposing liability. Commercial arbitration empowers the parties with the ability to choose a foreign
or domestic law to govern the proceedings. This counters the lack of an efficient legal framework for
imputing liability. The Delhi High Court in its recent judgement in Dholi Spintex Pvt. Ltd. v. Louis
Dreyfus Company India Pvt. Ltd has also reaffirmed this position. When addressing space-pollution
disputes in particular, the five United Nations treaties on Outer Space govern all proceedings at an
international level. In countries like India which lack a specific legal framework to govern space
activities, arbitration offers a unique solution. It recognizes intangible assets such as aerial space and
outer space property rights (Devas v. India) as investments. This recognition is significant since it is
one of the few ways to impose liability in space pollution disputes. Most investment protection
treaties mandate the States to give Full Protection and Security (FPS) to investors and their
investments. Thus, the investors can hold the State liable to protect their investments i.e., Satellites
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from space debris. Another way of imputing liability is through the Articles VII and IX of the Outer Space
Treaty, 1967. Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty talks about the liability for damage caused by debris
from outer space launches. This provision is further elaborated in the Liability Convention of 1972, which
sets up a liability regime which holds ‘launching States’ liable even for space debris caused by private
entities. Article IX of the Outer Space Treaty mandates the State to conduct outer space activities with
regard to the interests of the other parties to the treaty. This provision can be liberally construed to
impose liability for space pollution. These provisions coupled with the precedent of Urbaser SA & Ors v.
Argentina, where the tribunal acknowledged international human rights to be under its jurisdiction,
provide a band-aid solution to the lack of a legal framework in space pollution disputes.
Secondly, Arbitration also solves the problem of lack of expertise in the subject-area. Commercial
arbitration provides the parties with the freedom to choose an arbitrator who possesses the requisite
expertise and skill-set to resolve issues of a complex, inter-disciplinary nature. Apart from choosing an
arbitrator, the parties may also involve expert opinion through appointment of persons relevant to the
dispute. The Arbitral Tribunal, after discussing with the parties may also appoint an expert. ·Arbitral
proceedings are flexible to such an extent that:
One or more of the parties, a court or an arbitral Tribunal may request for a list of neutral experts.
The parties may request an ADR center like the International Chamber of Commerce to make an
appointment binding upon them.
The Tribunal may even order the parties to provide a non-technical document summarizing the
information required to understand the dispute at hand.
The parties may also involve a third party such as affected persons.
IV. Conclusion
International commercial arbitration, undeniably provides the best way out for parties grappling with
enviro-space disputes. However, though procedurally suitable, arbitration poses a few concerns:
Firstly, international commercial arbitration is private in nature. In fact, the confidentiality of the
procedure is one of the main reasons why parties opt for arbitration in the first place. Contrastingly, the
environment is a matter of public interest. This gives rise to a ‘conflict of interest’ situation wherein the
need for confidentiality of the arbitration and duty to maintain transparency in matters of public interest,
find themselves at loggerheads.
Secondly, environmental disputes often require involvement of third parties in the form of amici curiae or
‘affected persons’ to make the dispute resolution process more objective. In commercial arbitration this
involvement is not desirable since it may comprise the confidentiality of the setting. The question that
arises in this regard is how efficacious arbitration may prove to be in the absence of third-party expertise,
in resolving environmental disputes.
In conclusion, though arbitration is the best bet for parties in enviro-space disputes, it is not a foolproof
bet. There is a need to devise new or hybrid forms of ADR mechanisms that recognize both the interests of
the parties involved and the interest of the public at large.
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Topic: Tussle between Anti-Trust Regulators and Big Tech Companies
Mr. Sahil Khanna
(Senior Associate, Economic Laws Practice)
Completed BBA, LLB (H.) in 2013 and received
LLM (Business Laws) in 2014. After a short stint in
independent practice, joined Competition Law and
Policy Team at Economic Laws Practice in 2015
and has been a part of the team since. Has advised,
assisted and handled matters relating to a wide
range of sectors, including, Technology,
Automobile,
Auto-Ancillaries,
Shipping,
Transportation,
Beverages,
Pharmaceuticals,
FMCG. Has been a part of various matters where
the Hon’ble National Company law Appellate
Tribunal, erstwhile Competition Appellate
Tribunal and Competition Commission of India,
have laid down important jurisprudence in the field
of Competition Law.
(The views, thoughts, and opinions expressed as responses to the queries belong solely to the author, and
do not represent any views / position / opinion of the organizations, groups, or individuals he is
associated with.)
1. In the modern world, with the ever-increasing presence of many big tech companies working in
multifarious sectors, the issue of these companies collecting massive volumes of personal
information, acquiring fledgling competitors, and holding a competitive advantage against small
businesses and corporate consolidation has become a glaring issue. Can there be an intersection and
interplay of data privacy law and competition law to ensure consumer welfare, data privacy, and the
resolution of the above-stated issue? Further, where such intersectionality of laws is observed, how
can a company ensure that it is protected from penalties by the competition agencies?
The answer to the first part of your question would be yes. There can be an intersection and interplay of
data privacy and competition law and the same can be seen from the decision of the Competition
Commission of India (CCI) to investigate the allegations in the WhatsApp privacy case. The case shows
the consideration, by the CCI,of data being a non-price competition parameter. Though in my personal
opinion it would be too early to state that this case could be a torch-bearer for actions concerning data
privacy and consumer welfare. Once the privacy law is implemented in India, the enterprises/platforms
would have to comply with the same, however, the CCI or the Act cannot be considered as a substitute
for the regulator or the statutory provisions for privacy-related issues until such implementation.
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A few years ago, it was coined by some experts that data is the new oil. This coincides with the
understanding of most people, as there is a huge potential in the analysis and use of data. A simple
example of the use of data would be the census undertaken by the government to determine the zonewise population, literacy rate, sexratio, etc. This then helps the government to formulate its policies and
undertake initiatives accordingly. A business/enterprise through the collection and use of data can
undertake a similar exercise. Simply put, one of the uses of data can be to help a business understand
whether a lawn mower will sell in a desert or not. Therefore, the collection and usage of
data/information to assess performance or introduce products/services may be a legitimate business
practice. However, a grave issue can surface if the data is used for purposes beyond such basic business
requirements from the collected data, as the usage of data/ information in such cases can cause a violation
of the privacy of a consumer.
Parking this thought for a minute, the preamble to the Competition Act, 2002 (Act) states that the Act
has been introduced to establish a body “to prevent practices having adverse effect on competition, to
promote and sustain competition in markets, to protect the interests of consumers and to ensure freedom
of trade”. The Act in its framework broadly deals with three categories of matters, that
is,anticompetitive agreements, abuse of dominant position, and mergers/acquisitions. While a violation
of privacy may not directly fall under any of the three categories of the matter dealt under the Act,
allegation relating to concerns of privacy intertwined with either of the three categories above may
attract scrutiny by the CCI under the provisions of the Act. The CCI in this regard is empowered to (i)
direct parties to cease and desist from indulging in anti-competitive conduct while also imposing a
penalty on such enterprises under Section 27; (ii) direct division of a dominant enterprise under Section
28; or (iii) completely block, or approve a merger/amalgamation with modifications following Section 20
and 31.
Therefore, under the Act, sufficient tools have been provided to tackle the points raised by you in your
query, provided the points also raise a competition concern and it has first been proven based on which a
presumption, that the alleged practice or merger/amalgamation has caused or is likely to cause an
appreciable adverse effect on competition in India, and this has been established by the CCI. The only
issue which the industry or the CCI would face is that over-intervention by a regulator such as the CCI
in developing markets could be harmful. It is suggested that the market intervention if any by the CCI
should be backed by adequate research, understanding of the market realities, and having sufficient
domain knowledge, etc. Anything short of this could have a serious impact on the development and
industry in the long run.
Coming to the last part of the query, we will have to understand that being big or having huge resources
in itself is not bad. Neither is having a huge market share or sources for the collection/processing of data.
The antitrust laws in most countries would agree that enterprises can have consolidations or a huge pool
of resources and yet may not walk off the line for their actions to be considered as anticompetitive, while
activities of even smaller enterprises may fall foul of the provisions of the Act.
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The balancing of what is essential for the business to operate or what is foul of fair competition in the
country would be clearly visible in most circumstances, but in some instances, the distinction might be
very faint. For instance, if an enterprise acquires another failing enterprise or under an agreement
supports an enterprise to expand, it might attract the scrutiny of the CCI but may not be considered as a
violation of the provisions of the Act. It is hence always advisable to seek assistance from a legal counsel
before an action is undertaken.
2. The recent case of WhatsApp changing its data privacy laws and the CCI take on this issue can be
considered as a paradigm shift that conforms with global practices. In your opinion, can we consider
this as an instance where the interplay between Competition Law and Data Privacy law has been
acknowledged and whether this stance would have a considerable impact on competition and data
privacy in today’s digital world?
Unfortunately, in India, we currently do not have any law on data privacy and hence several enterprises
collect, process and utilize the information of their consumers/users, with or without the consent of the
user/consumer. While data/information is used to improve the services of the business/enterprise itself,
and it may not digress the boundaries of competition law, sharing of such data amongst
businesses/enterprises can potentially raise concerns under the provisions of the Act. Does sharing of
data grant an unfair advantage to the enterprise? Does it aid an enterprise in protecting or entering into
another relevant market? There can be several plausible theories of harm that can be framed in the
context of data collection and sharing – the key challenge would be to comprehensively analyze the facts,
understand the peculiarities of the market in question, locate the conditions of competition in such a
market and then test the theory of harm against applicable legal standards.
In its decision to direct investigation against the updated privacy policy of WhatsApp, the CCI has prima
facie recognized that the sharing of information under the updated policy would amount to degrading of
non-price parameters of competition. The CCI also observed that the consumers no longer had an option
to opt-out from sharing their personal information with other Facebook Group companies, describing it
as a ‘take-it-or-leave-it’ clause. It also noted that the terms and conditions of the privacy policy were also
not clear / were vague or unintelligible. It should, however, be borne in mind that the CCI’s order of
investigation is not determinative – a detailed investigation will need to be conducted before any
conclusive determination can be arrived at.
Clearly, though, this decision undoubtedly accepts that there can be an interplay between competition
law and data privacy under certain circumstances. As indicated above, the usage of information can be
considered as a non-price parameter for competition - the basic question being whether using/utilizing
the data and information collectedled to the enterprise securing an unfair advantage over competitors.
In my understanding, the decision to investigate by the CCI represents its own evolution - over a period
of time, the CCI has demonstrated its interest in emerging areas of competition law - its focus on the
field of technology is therefore understandable.
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The decision to investigate the privacy policy of WhatsApp in the current scenario, in my opinion, can be
seen more as a violation of section 4 of the Act i.e. abuse of dominant position by WhatsApp by imposing
conditions on the use of the app and not as a privacy interplay as such. Hence at least in the present case
of WhatsApp, it appears to be applicable only once the party is found to be having considerable market
power. Would the CCI be able to apply the privacy standards in cases of smaller enterprises, is still
questionable, unless the enterprises are either dominant and have abused their dominant position or have
entered into anticompetitive agreements in violation of the provisions of Section 3 of the Act.
3. Do you think the arrangement of results on online platforms/search engines can be considered an
antitrust concern? For instance, should a dominant platform be regulated with regards to its
placement of domestic and third-party results and the bias therein? Further, do you think there
should be any specific responsibility that dominant incumbents should hold while designing their
products so that there be no unfair advantage?
Enterprise requires capital for its operations including costs of materials, R&D, innovation, salaries,
taxes, etc. In such a scenario even if an enterprise is super dominant, a government or a regulator asking
them to run their operations for free or not have many avenues to earn would be quite unfair in a lay
businessman’s terms.
We hear the radio, read a newspaper, a magazine or watch the free/partially paid television channels, and
are always bothered by the advertisements in them. So, we pay for the monthly subscriptions of these or
similar platforms so that there is lesser or no advertisement. Ever considered why a channel subscription
with a cable operator costs cheaper than a subscription of an OTT platform? There are no free lunches in
the world, somebody pays for what you get at lower rates or for free. These persons/enterprises who pay,
are basically paying for the advertisements, sponsorship, or branding, and this allows the platform to
provide the services to you at lower rates.
Advertisers/sponsors will also not pay unless they get them some value from the
advertisement/sponsorship, and would want their products/name, as the case may be, to be highlighted.
Hence, a platform may have to highlight the product on the front page as in the case of a newspaper or
during prime time news for a news channel. A similar rule applies in cases of online platforms too. A
question of whether an antitrust concern can arise from the arrangement of search results on a platform
is an issue that has arguments on both sides of the line. Recently, the Italian competition law regulator
has found Amazon in violation of the competition law as it promoted its own logistics services over other
third-party vendors, and has directed Amazon to ensure visibility of the other third-party logistics
services vendors on its platform.
It might be a thin line to walk on and prejudging, without visibility on the entire facts and circumstances
is something that should always be avoided. A platform might in its search result give preference to a
certain category of or identified vendors/service providers due to their past performance, quality, or
service assurance, over other vendors.
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We could consider the decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court in the Fastway Transmission case where
the Hon’ble Court recognized that a business has to at times take certain actions which can fall foul of
competition law but are an operational / business necessity or propriety. Similarly, the CCI in its various
judgments has accepted similar arguments. Therefore, I would like to avoid making a blanket statement
on whether it can be an antitrust concern or not. I believe that a regulator should avoid interfering in the
operations of a business unless it can be established with reliable evidence that there is a serious antitrust
concern.
However, for platforms, what can be suggested is that a safer way would be to keep the sponsored /
advertisements at prominent locations on the platform but labeled as sponsored / advertisement,
accordingly. In any other scenario, to my understanding, a sponsor/advertiser would not be willing to
pay for our share of the otherwise chargeable fee for the services availed. I would reiterate that the CCI
should investigate alleged practices of the enterprises only in cases, where based on evidence it can be
shown that the practices have caused or have the potential to cause harm to competition.
4. In the world of globalization, when the big techs are working in perhaps every part of the world,
what are the challenges faced by such companies due to the differences between the competition
laws among countries?
The businesses don’t operate at the same level and with the same conditions in all the countries. In some
countries, the businesses have to have stricter policies and in some countries, the businesses can make do
with even lenient ones. Further, there are country-specific products and services also offered by the
bigger companies. Whereas in most countries, the basic regulations or provisions might be the same, their
applications, based on their own experiences, can differ vastly. In certain jurisdictions, even a cartel-like
arrangement may be required to be proved as causing harm to competition whereas, in a jurisdiction like
India, a cartel-like arrangement would, under the provisions of the Act, be presumed to have an
appreciable adverse effect on competition. Similarly, an agreement between a producer and a re-seller i.e.
a vertical agreement, in India requires to be proved to have an anticompetitive effect, whereas, in the EU,
a vertical agreement for resale price maintenance or territorial restrictions are hardcore restriction and
are presumed to harm competition.
Based on the jurisdiction, the competition law regulator of the country will further have to consider
whether the enterprise or the market in which the relevant enterprise operates, has adequate
competition. In sectors where an enterprise has a monopoly or holds a sizeable market share, any action
which can be considered against the interest of the consumers may be held as a violation of the provisions
of the competition law of the respective jurisdiction. Therefore, the big tech companies will need to
increasingly navigate local antitrust nuances in the jurisdictions where they operate to assess and identify
whether any competition concerns could be raised on account of its present or proposed policies or
actions in such jurisdiction.
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5. A common problem that arises when companies face anti-trust law allegations is the delineation
of the market. This problem especially arises in big-tech companies primarily because of the multiple
roles played by different players and the complex relations which interconnect said roles. For
instance, Apple builds its software, operates cloud computing services, has its own web-browsing
platform, etc. So, the technology market sectors within which Big Tech operate are not homogenous
monoliths since there are numerous relevant markets within the said sectors. How do law
enforcement agencies deal with this issue?
I do not feel it would be difficult for the CCI to delineate the relevant market as such considering their
varied experiences in this regard since inception, and the helpful provisions under the Act being Section
2(r), 2(s), 2(t), 19(5), 19(6) and 19(7). The provisions provide the factors which are required to be kept in
mind by the CCI while delineating the relevant market, both product market and geographical market.
These factors include regulatory barriers, consumer preferences, transportation costs, physical
characteristics and uses of the product, price of the product, etc. For instance, in the celebrated case of
Belaire Owners’ Association case, the CCI weighing in all these factors excluded several other types of
services and accommodations in Gurgaon and concluded that the relevant market was the ‘market for
services of developer/builder in respect of high-end residential accommodation in Gurgaon’. This
indicates that the CCI may if required, define the relevant market as narrow as in the case of Belaire
Owners’ Association or as broad as the ‘market for supply of VSF to spinners in India’ as defined in the
case of Grasim Industries. The CCI, if the circumstances require may delineate a broader or a narrower
relevant market.
The CCI recently in the case of Harshita Chawla was required to delineate the relevant market in the case
of WhatsApp and it observed that for identification of the relevant market, it was important to identify
the most dominant or primary feature of the app to categorize it into a relevant market. The regulator
has to identify the fact as to what feature, characteristic, use or any similar factors likens or differentiates
a product. For instance, in the case of Coal India (Case No. 03 of 2012), the non-coking coal was
differentiated from the other coal due to its physical characteristics and its use in power plants.
It would further help the CCI that, for allegations under Section 3 & 4 of the Act, the delineation of the
market is ex-post i.e., after an alleged action/inaction has taken place, and hence it would be easier to
associate the alleged conduct with a possible relevant market. For instance, if a platform has indulged in
imposing restrictive conditions on a product supplier listed on the platform, the CCI can easily delineate
the market as the provision of or availing of the relevant services from the supplier as the relevant
product market. However, determining the relevant geographic market in cases of the enterprises which
operate completely on the web, is difficult unless the services provided are specific to an area/zone/state
or country/continent. Further, while the Act provides extraterritorial jurisdiction also, the impact or the
possible impact of the alleged conduct/merger should be in India.
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However, in cases of mergers/acquisitions, the delineation of the market and the assessment is ex-ante
i.e., before any action/inaction has taken place. It may, however, in cases of enterprises having a
multisided market may pose a difficulty for the CCI in delineating the relevant markets ex-ante. This
may pose a difficulty for the CCI unless its determination of relevant market is backed by adequate
research, understanding of the market realities, and having sufficient domain knowledge.
The difficulty for the CCI in determining the relevant market in cases of alleged conduct under Section 3
& 4 and for mergers/acquisitions, compounds in cases of technology companies where the markets and
products/services are constantly evolving. It can only be advised that the CCI does not adopt a simplistic
view in defining a relevant market rather it should appreciate the various facets of the
technology/platform itself. The CCI for this should seek the assistance of industry experts for the
determination and assessment of the constantly evolving digital markets.
6. The US Antitrust Agency, The Federal Trade Commission recently issued a report wherein it
noted that many large technology companies have devoted tremendous resources to devise
acquisition strategies enabling them to acquire start-ups, patent portfolios, and technology teams.
Such acquisitions often lie outside the purview of anti-trust agencies where while each merger
independently does not have a significant impact, but the collective impact of smaller acquisitions
leads to a monopolistic behemoth. Do you think a change in anti-trust policies is required in India
to enable a holistic view and inquiry into acquisitions by big tech firms? Further, if such a policy is
developed do you think it may have a negative impact on the Mergers and Acquisitions trends in the
country?
Assuming that the CCI would turn a blind eye to the collective impact of smaller acquisitions by an
enterprise, it would be naïve on our part. While some might intend to criticize some of the decisions of
the CCI in such acquisitions, as a regulator the CCI does undertake an impact study of each of the
proposed mergers notified before it. If we read the information required to be disclosed under Form-I
and Form-II, the two formats under which a proposed acquisition/merger is to be notified to CCI, it
mandates the parties to the acquisition/merger to declare the horizontal or vertical overlaps which
amongst the scope of operations of the two enterprises. The formats also require the parties to the
acquisition/merger to declare the objective and economic rationale for entering into the said transaction.
Further, under the provisions of Section 20(4), the CCI is required to also consider if the proposed
acquisition/merger would impact the competitive landscape of the market by reducing competition or
competitors.
While the above holds correct for the acquisitions/mergers which are required to be notified in
accordance with the provisions of the Act, it cannot be denied that there would be various
acquisitions/mergers that might fall under exemptions and are hence not notifiable before the CCI. This
may be due to the fact that in India the thresholds are considerably higher and even the target exemption
introduced fairly recently are quite high at INR 350 crores for assets and INR 1,000 crores for turnover
in India.
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It must be considered that most enterprises operating in the tech space are not profitable in their initial
years of operation and may also not have enough revenue or assets to breach the notification thresholds
under the provisions of the Act, and hence may be assessed as non-notifiable transactions. Further, the
CCI under the provisions of the Act does not have the power to assess a non-notifiable
merger/acquisition unless there are allegations that such merger/acquisition is leading to or can lead to
violation of the provisions of the Act.
It might therefore be more helpful for the correct assessment by the CCI to consider the expected or
estimated valuation of the business/assets/stake being acquired in the target, as a parameter for
determining the requirement for notification of a proposed merger/acquisition before the CCI. A similar
recommendation has been made by the Competition Law Review Committee which had submitted its
report in 2019. It was recommended that the government should introduce necessary thresholds
including deal-value thresholds for merger notification specifically for tech companies. It was further
recommended that thresholds determined should be clear and objectively quantifiable.
Though, the above proposal may bring a lot of mergers/acquisitions within the scope of the provisions of
the Act, it can delay the process of approvals for the parties to the proposed merger/acquisition and make
the same cumbersome. This may further impact the industry as a whole in sectors such as technology
where the dynamics are constantly evolving and processes renewing. The CCI will hence have to be very
cautious in considering to interfere in any merger based on such criteria.
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